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Jay Zagorsky’s Book Review of 
“The Curse of Cash” by Kenneth S. Rogoff 
Princeton University Press 
 
Rogoff asks a simple question in this book: has the time come for advanced-country 
governments to get rid of paper currency?  His answer is clearly yes.  Mine is clearly no. 
 
Rogoff proposes gradually phasing out cash by first removing large denomination bills from 
circulation.  Then after a suitable period, eliminating smaller bills and replacing them with bulky 
coins.  In his plan, keeping low-value coins enables small purchases to still occur, such as letting 
a child buy an apple in a store.  However, all larger transactions would need to occur 
electronically. 
 
There are two main reasons he advocates eliminating cash.  The first is to reduce illegal activity 
by making criminal transactions, bribery and tax avoidance more difficult.  The second is to give 
central bankers the ability to pursue negative interest rate policies. 
 
Rogoff is an eminent economist who has clearly done his homework when discussing what is 
known.  The book succinctly covers the history of money, the facts about current cash holdings, 
the amount of seniorage, which is money earned by central banks by printing currency, and even 
the impact of crypto-currencies like Bitcoin.  He clearly lays out specific steps for implementing 
his plan.  For example, he suggests central banks could create an exchange rate between 
electronic money and cash starting at 1:1, but diverges when bankers want to make cash less 
attractive to hold. 
 
Rogoff also attempts to directly answer the critics of his plan.  Humans have a long history of 
evading government control.  In the section on why eliminating cash will reduce illegal activity 
he states criminals will likely switch to alternatives such as uncut diamonds.  However, because 
alternatives are more difficult to handle, it will raise the cost of illegal activity and hence reduce 
this activity. 
 
The book will likely gather glowing reviews from government officials and central bankers.  The 
book offers these policy makers a free-lunch of higher tax revenues and more control over the 
economy by simply eliminating cash.  Nevertheless, I urge anyone reading this book to think 
seriously whether cash really is a curse, or if instead it is actually a blessing. 
 
Cash is a blessing because it enhances national security.  Modern society is becoming 
increasingly complex. When problems happen they sometimes spiral into disasters.  A cashless 
society depends on three things working 100% of the time; electricity, communication networks 
and computer security.  A society that uses cash depends on none of these three. 
 
Eliminating cash is a national security risk because the reliability of these three pillars of the 
cashless society is suspect.  Electrical networks fail, computers are hacked all the time and 
communication networks go down.  The more reliant we are on all-electronic payments, the 
more likely we face an economic catastrophe by eliminating means of payment during 
emergencies.  A completely cashless society also makes it more likely rogue actors can infiltrate 
key computer systems and take down a nation’s economy. 
 
Rogoff believes these are minor issues but recent events show they are not.  In 2017, the 
Caribbean island of Puerto Rico was hit by a hurricane.  A significant fraction of the island still 
lacked power six months later.  Cash kept an already battered economy from collapsing.  
Another example is the SWIFT network, the backbone for how central banks and other financial 
institutions transfer money around the world.  In 2016 SWIFT was hacked and over 100 million 
dollars were stolen from Bangladesh’s Central Bank.  Disasters, like typhoons, have shut down 
communication networks for days at the very time survivors need money to flee. 
 
I agree with Professor Rogoff that eliminating cash will likely reduce crime by a small amount.  
However, if the tradeoff is making the economy more prone to suffering an economic disaster, 
eliminating cash is a poor choice. 
 
The second major reason Rogoff stresses for eliminating cash is to allow central banks to set 
negative interest rates.  He argues that negative interest rates kick-start the economy.  They do 
this by giving people the choice between spending or having their savings taken.  Some countries 
have negative real interest rates and this has not boosted economic growth.  Why would negative 
nominal rates be a panacea? 
 
Banks tiptoed into negative interest rate territory during the aftermath of the 2008 worldwide 
recession.  However, no country pushed rates dramatically into the negative range because 
investors could simply convert their holdings into cash.  Cash, which is a zero-interest bond, 
prevented central bankers from acting more aggressively.  By eliminating cash Rogoff believes 
central banks will be unfettered and escape the Keynesian liquidity trap. 
 
While Rogoff promotes the short-run benefits of negative interest rates, I am extremely 
concerned about the law of unintended consequences.  Economic society has existed for 
thousands of years based on simple notions that borrowers pay and savers earn.  Negative 
interest rates flip the economic calculus on its head and borrowers are paid to take out loans, 
while savers are punished for not spending their money. 
 
The deeper interest rates go into negative territory, the more governments are confiscating 
savings. I am greatly concerned about this policy.  Generations which experience confiscatory 
policies will learn that savings is a fool’s game.  I think the long-run economic ramifications that 
arise if no one wants to actively save are likely more devastating than the short-run benefits of 
freeing central bankers from zero-bound interest rates. 
 
Finally, Rogoff shows the amount of paper dollars and Euros in circulation is huge compared to 
the amount people report holding.  He attributes the excess to cash being held by criminals, 
thieves and corrupt politicians.  I was in Tanzania not long ago and one of my guides had a stack 
of $100 bills, all earned legally, that would make any Mafia boss proud.  He kept US cash as his 
store of value because he had learned African governments could not be trusted to ensure their 
currency’s value.  If central bankers push interest rates into negative territory, electronic money, 
like African currencies, would lose its usefulness as a store of value and reduce the amount 
people hold. 
 
“The Curse of Cash” promises by shifting to electronic money and eliminating paper currency, 
society will reap great benefits at little or no cost.  This reviewer is extremely skeptical of these 
claims. 
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